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Enigmatic Structures in the Apache Group, 1.2 GA., North-Central Arizona (abstract)
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Skolithos Piperock in the Bolsa Quartzite (Cambrian), Whetstone Mountains, Arizona (abstract)
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Description of Two Coral Species in the Devonian Martin Formation (Kohl's Ranch, Arizona) (abstract)
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Brachiopod Variation Within the Lower Pennsylvanian Naco Formation, Tonto Creek, Central Arizona (abstract)
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Lower Chinle Group (Upper Triassic: Upper Carnian) Tetrapods from the Vicinity of Cameron, Arizona (abstract)
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Additions to the Vertebrate Fauna of the Upper Triassic Blue Mesa Member (Adamanian-Latest Carnian) of the Petrified Forest Formation in the Blue Hills, Apache County, Arizona (abstract)
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Topotype Skull of *Placerias* (Synapsida: Dicynodontia) from the Upper Triassic Chinle Group of Northern Arizona (abstract)
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A Middle Triassic Ichnofauna: A Preliminary Report
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Cranial Kinetics and Jaw Mechanisms in *Allosaurus* (abstract)
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Predominately Juvenile Mid-Jurassic Oyster Population in Northern Wyoming: Ecological and Taphonomic Inferences for *Gryphaea nebrascensis* (abstract)
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A Report on the Utility of Sauropod Caudal Vertabrae for Generic Identification and of the First Occurrence of *Apatosaurus* in Arizona
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The Relationships of *Albanerpeton*
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A Review of the Hadrosaurs from California (abstract)
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